Motor Behavior Literature Fails to Translate: A Preliminary Investigation into Coaching and Focus of Attention in Recreational Distance Runners
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ABSTRACT

International Journal of Exercise Science 13(5): 789-801, 2020. The benefits of using an external focus relative to an internal focus for endurance activities are well documented. However, literature has revealed that internally focused instructions are predominantly adopted in the field, and existing data are limited to highly-skilled level populations. Moreover, athletes’ focus of attention during fatigue invoking activities is unknown. The purpose of the current study was to examine what type of feedback and instructions experienced recreational individuals receive and their self-adopted focus of attention when fatigued. Distance runners answered a questionnaire related to instruction and feedback from coaches and thoughts that the athletes experienced while fatigued. The results showed that more than half of the instructions runners received from coaches were internally focused and consisted of both knowledge of performance and knowledge of results. Self-reported focus of runners when fatigued revealed that only 15% of task-related thoughts were externally focused. Despite a large body of motor behavior literature, attentional strategies shown to increase performance and learning were not predominantly present (from coaches or self-adopted) for this population of experienced recreational distance runners.
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INTRODUCTION

Various instructional techniques have been investigated to facilitate motor learning and performance for performers and coaches. One of the primary forms of these techniques is verbal instructions or cues (17). Verbal cues facilitate learning of motor skills by directing performers’ focus of attention (attentional focus) to an important aspect of the skill. Researchers in attentional focus have categorized different types of attentional foci (2, 3, 22). In motor behavior, the large body of literature has investigated two different attentional foci that direct performers attention to different aspects of skills. An external focus directs a performer’s attention to the effects of their movements on the environment (e.g., “focus on minimizing the movement of the
board” in balancing on a board) and an internal focus directs attention to body movements (e.g., “focus on minimizing the movement of your feet”) (44). Complementary studies have also operationally defined an external focus as attention directed towards the environment and an internal focus as attention directed toward the movement itself (35, 37). Even with this subtle manipulation of verbal cues, studies indicate the superior effect of an external focus for tasks including balance (19, 44), accuracy (16, 28, 47), and explosive movements (10, 41). The constrained action hypothesis has been used to explain these attentional focus effects (19, 43, 44), proposing that an internal focus disrupts movement fluidity. For example, studies using electromyography have shown internal focus adds “noise” to the muscular activity and poorer performance (16, 47), which is indicative of inefficient neuromuscular coordination. This has also shown in endurance activities, including running (34, 35) and rowing (36), showing that an internal focus resulted in poorer physiological efficiency.

The benefits of external focus have also been demonstrated when attentional focus cues are provided after performance—defined as augmented feedback. When augmented feedback provides information pertaining to movement quality, this is defined as knowledge of performance (KP). In contrast, when augmented feedback contains information pertaining to performance outcomes, this is defined as knowledge of results (17). For instance, providing a distance runner augmented feedback about the motion of their arms and legs, this would be defined as KP; whereas providing augmented feedback about their total time to complete a race would be deemed KR. As we integrate the two different motor behavior concepts, KR is generally externally focused (e.g., directing a runner’s attention towards their time on a scoreboard); whereas KP could be internally or externally focused. For example, telling a runner, “distribute your step landings more evenly over the ground,” is considered externally focused KP; whereas telling a runner, “distribute your body weight more evenly throughout each foot” would be considered internally focused KP. Although research in this paradigm has historically emphasized the effects of frequency, timing, and the retention effect of augmented feedback (32, 33), recent research has shown that augmented feedback enhances skill acquisition when the cues are externally focused (whether KP or KR) (38, 43, 46).

Despite these laboratory findings of the external focus benefits, qualitative studies have reported that athletes, including baseball players (40), dancers (12), and golfers (8), predominantly adopt internal focus cues. One potential reason for athletes adopting internal foci is because their coaches provide internal focus cues or augmented feedback (8, 13, 25). These findings may indicate the impact of coaches’ verbal cues and augmented feedback have on athletes’ attentional focus. Interestingly, recent studies have revealed that the proportion of internal and external foci that athletes adopt (11) or coaches provide to their athletes (9) is sport- and situation-specific. Furthermore, although a different category of attentional focus, previous research has been clear that mental techniques and attention that athletes use vary by skill levels (22, 29). These findings suggest that the optimal attentional focus instructions or augmented feedback may be different for different sports and skill levels. However, research in the external/internal focus paradigm has been predominantly conducted in elite level athletes (8, 9, 11, 13). Considering more than 18 million recreational runners register marathon races each year (30), literature lacks the nature of attentional focus in the recreational or recreational level
athletes. Finally, the majority of the sport population is at recreational levels, warranting further investigation of the attentional focus component in verbal cues and augmented feedback to understand how to maximize performance in these populations.

The external/internal focus paradigm also lacks qualitative research during endurance activity. While quantitative studies have shown that external focus can improve physiological efficiency (35, 36), there are inconsistent findings (21), and other lines of research have questioned the efficacy of various cognitive techniques to improve endurance-based tasks (6,15). The difficulty in ascertaining the optimal form of attention to maximize endurance-based activities may stem from the lack of knowledge regarding the type of focus athletes adopt when fatigued. Studies in associative (directing attention to the task-relevant cues) and dissociative (directing attention away from the task-relevant cues) attention (22) have demonstrated attentional shifts caused by fatigue (7, 25, 34, 39). Accordingly, the optimal attentional focus strategy for runners at the beginning of a race (less fatigue) may be different at the end of a race (more fatigue). However, research studies have primarily been interested in optimizing which type of associative or dissociative attention is superior (7, 14, 24), thus are limited in their understanding for the optimal attentional strategy for both associative/dissociative and internal/external focus when runners are fatigued (27). Therefore, integrating both categories of attentional focus may reveal a complex nature of attentional focus shifts when runners are fatigued.

As coaches’ verbal cues and augmented feedback may affect performers’ attentional focus, research has revealed the type of attentional focus verbal cues and augmented feedback that coaches provide to their athletes (8, 25). However, the type of attentional focus verbal cues and feedback are sport- and skill level specific (9, 22) and recreational level runners’ attentional focus is still unknown. The first purpose of the present study was to examine verbal cues and the type of augmented feedback that recreational runners receive from their coaches. This question was examined by adapting a questionnaire from previous studies (8, 25) for use in recreational runners. Additionally, research has shown that fatigue affects runners’ focus of attention (7, 25), but how fatigue affects attentional focus has been examined only in the associative/dissociative attention paradigm (34, 39) or has not been examined in the external/internal focus paradigm. Thus, our secondary purpose was to understand both associative/dissociative and external/internal focus when runners are fatigued. This question and results were categorized into multiple types of attentional foci of task-relevant and irrelevant attention. The rationale of adopting this method was that athletes’ attention is more complex than dichotomous category of attention (4, 5). Thus, the present study combined associative/dissociative and external/internal focus with other thoughts process (4, 5), using the same method adopted in the previous study (27).

METHODS

Participants

Participants were recruited from community running groups via emails. Sixteen experienced distance (marathon or ultra) runners (n = 11 females, 33.78 ± 9.44 yrs, n = 5 males, 29.4 ± 12.26 yrs) participated in the study. As this was a qualitative study, no power analyses were
conducted, but we based our sample size on previous studies of similar design (24, 26, 39). The average mileage of running per week of participants was 37.38 miles (SD = 10.39). The institutional ethics committee approved the study and all informed consent procedures were conducted prior to their participation. Additionally, all the processes of data collection and manuscript writing adhered to the ethical policies set by the Editorial Board of the International Journal of Exercise and Science (23).

Protocol
Participants completed the questionnaire via email online or by visiting the motor behavior laboratory. For participants that visited the lab, they were provided a consent form to read prior to completing a paper and pencil questionnaire. For those that chose online, they were provided with the consent form to read and then the questionnaire. The questionnaire was adapted from previous research (8, 25). Specifically, the questions were 1) “What does your coach or instructor tell you to focus/concentrate on the most when you are practicing your technique?” Participants were asked to circle one of the four choices: a) How your body, legs and/or arms are moving or should move; b) Important locations/areas in the surrounding environment; c) The implement you are using, d) Equally distributed between the options above. 2) “When your coach or instructor provides feedback during practice, most of the time you coach gives you advice about?” Participants were asked to choose one of the four options: a) The end result of your performance (e.g., time); b) Specific information about your performance (e.g., the rotation of your hips); c) Equally distributed between the two options above. 3) “Describe your focus when you are fatigued.”

The first question investigates attentional focus cues that participants receive. The second question investigates the type of augmented feedback (i.e., knowledge of performance, knowledge of results, or combination of both. Finally, the third question investigates participants’ attentional focus when fatigued. We elected to keep questions 1 and 2 consistent with prior literature (9, 25) to allow for comparisons across studies using different populations (e.g., track and field vs. recreational distance runners). We considered question three preliminary/exploratory to provide a foundation for future research that examines self-adopted attentional strategies during different situations (e.g., fatigued focus versus ‘overall’ focus). By making this question open ended, it also allowed us to compare our findings to other qualitative findings that did not dichotomize attentional focus (4, 5).

Statistical Analysis
For question 1, response a) — “How your body, legs and/or arms are moving or should move” — was categorized as internal focus. Response b) — “Important locations/areas in the surrounding environment” and c) “The implement you are using” — were categorized as external focus. Response d) — “Equally distributed between the options above” — was inclusive of internal focus and external focus and categorized accordingly (i.e., ‘combination’).

For question 2, response a) — “The end result of your performance (e.g., time)” — was categorized as KR, response b) — “Specific information about your performance” was categorized as KP, and c) — “Equally distributed between the options above” — was the combination of a) and b) and categorized as such (i.e., ‘combination’). Table 1).
Table 1. Question 1 and 2.

1. What does your coach or instructor tell you to focus/concentrate on the most when you are practicing your technique? (Circle one)
   a) How your body, legs and/or arm are moving or should move.
   b) Important locations/areas in the surrounding environment.
   c) The implement that you are using.
   d) Equally distributed between the options above.

2. When your coach or instructor provides feedback during practice, most of the time your coach gives you advice about: (Circle one)
   a) The results of your performance (e.g., the time it took you to finish)
   b) Specific information about your performance (e.g., the rotation of your hips)
   c) Equally distributed between the options above.

Note. The questions are adapted from Porter, Wu, and Partridge (2010) and Diekfuss and Raisbeck (2016).

For question 3 hierarchical categorizations were adopted to capture various aspects of thoughts (27). Specifically, two raters independently categorized the responses into associative and dissociative attention (22). This dichotomous category was further sub-categorized based on previous attentional focus literature that used a deductive method (4). For associative attention, responses were coded as associative-process (i.e., task-relevant attention about maintaining rhythm or pace of running), associative-results (i.e., task-relevant attention about time, distance, or winning), associative-psychological (i.e., task-relevant attention associated with psychological state), associative-environment (i.e., task-relevant attention to the results of the movement but on the environment, external focus), associative-body (i.e., task-relevant attention to the body movements or form, internal focus), associative-others (i.e., none of the above categories but task relevant attention). For dissociative attention, responses were coded into dissociative-psychological (i.e., task-irrelevant attention associated with psychological state), dissociative-environment (i.e., task-irrelevant attention to external to the body), and dissociative-others (i.e., neither dissociative-psychological nor dissociative-environment but task-irrelevant) (Figure 1).

Two raters independently coded these nine categorizations for question 3. A total of 29 and 32 responses were identified by rater 1 and rater 2, respectively. Proportion of agreement (ratio of both raters answered yes or no to total responses) was 92.67%. Cohen’s Kappa (κ) showed 0.77. A group discussion with an additional third rater was used to categorize responses with initial disagreement. Categorizations used for the present results are shown in Table 2.
Figure 1. Categories and subcategories of attentional focus that were used to code attentional focus of runners during fatigue.

Table 2. Examples of responses to Question 3.

- When I experience discomfort while running, I try to focus on maintaining good breathing and focusing on the body parts that did hurt. It’s a strategy that works best for me.
- I focus on how much more I have left and how much I am going to hate myself and feel if I stop now. Nothing feels worse than the pain of fatigue than the feeling that you could have gave more.
- I think about finishing in order to get a break, mind over matter, won’t stop until done which is my motivation even when I’m in pain.
- When I am fatigued, I focus on finishing and think about ‘what my motivation for getting to the finish line is’.
- Block out the fatigue, don’t think about it, either clear my mind and think of nothing or focus on breathing/mechanics.
- Try not to walk. But if I must, I find a landmark ahead and force myself to run to that point before walking. “Find a distraction.”
- Counting and breathing.
- Try to keep my mind occupied on something else.
- Think about beating my best time in the next race, competing with friends, doing well for my school.
- Time! Are we done yet? How much farther?
- My mantra is, “Just keep moving forward.”
- Getting to the next arbitrary point.

RESULTS

Attentional Focus Instructions from Coaches: 56.25% \((n = 9)\) answered internal focus, 6.25% \((n = 1)\) surroundings, 18.75% \((n = 2)\) answered equally distributed, and another 18.75% \((n = 2)\) did not answer the question (Table 3).

Augmented Feedback from Coaches: The results of question 2 showed 4 answered (25%) knowledge of results, 10 answered (62.5%) equally distributed, and 2 answered none of the choices (12.5%). Zero participants chose knowledge of performance (0%) (Table 4).

The results of attentional focus during fatigue are summarized in Figure 2. The results showed 69.97% (20 out of 29 responses) were associative attention and 31.03% (9 out of 29 responses) were dissociative attention. For the subcategories among associative attention, 15.00% (3 out of 20 responses) were associative-process, 50.00% (10 responses) were associative-results, 5.00% (1 response) were associative-psychological, 15.00% were associative-environment, 5.00% were associative-body, and 10.00% (2 responses) were associative-others. Among dissociative attention, 11.11% (1 out of 9 responses) were dissociative-psychological, 22.22% (2 responses) were dissociative-environment, and 66.67% (6 responses) were dissociative-others.

Table 3. Proportion of the type of attentional focus instructions from coaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>Internal focus</th>
<th>External focus</th>
<th>Equally distributed (Internal and External focus)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>56.25%</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
<td>18.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Proportion of the type of augmented from coaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>KR</th>
<th>KP</th>
<th>Equally distributed (KP and KR)</th>
<th>None of the choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Proportions of attentional focus during fatigue. Psych. = psychological; Env. = environment; a. = Proportion of associative and dissociative attention; b = proportions of subcategories of dissociative attention; c = proportions of subcategories of associative attention.

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the direction of attentional focus and type of augmented feedback that experienced distance runners receive from their coaches and how it influenced their attention when fatigued. Studies specific to attentional focus have investigated competitive populations such as NCAA Division I (8, 9), elite (4, 5), national level (26), and professional athletes (11). However, a small percentage of athletes continue to compete at collegiate or professional level and the majority engages in running as recreational runners (30). This study extends previous literature (27) by investigating the role of fatigue, attentional focus, and augmented feedback in a population of experienced, recreational, distance runners.

Results from question 1 showed that more than 50% of runners received internal focus instructions and only 6.25% received external focus instruction from their coaches. These results indicated that more education pertaining to the beneficial effects of using an external focus is pertinent, especially given that most of the attentional focus literature supports that using an external focus is more beneficial for performance and learning (10, 16, 19, 44). Qualitative measures in more applied environments show that attentional focus is dynamic, and an external focus is minimally applied, or at least reported (5, 9, 26, 40). The use of instructions may also be
task dependent. For example, men’s tennis and women’s volleyball (9) and men’s baseball (40) are internally focus dominant. Sports such as horseshoes (11) are external focus dominant, and sports such as boxing are more motivational or neutral (13). Understanding that different sports are attracted to different instructional cues, we expected our results for distance running to be similar to track and field (26). Albeit our results reported that 56.25% of distance runners report receiving internal focus cues, Porter et al. (26) demonstrated an even higher percentage (84.6%) in favor of an internal focus. The greater difference may be due to the duration and intensity of the activities (i.e., sprinters and middle distance in Porter et al. (26) and long distance in the present study). More recently, research has shown that that using internally focused instructions was more beneficial for specific changes related to the kinematics of running gait (21). A possible explanation for internal focus showing to be more beneficial for kinematic movement or KP could be related to the time that distance running requires. For example, if we consider the marathon event, this could take some individuals’ hours, during which time they may switch between internal and external aspects of the movement depending on how they perceive their body to be responding physiologically and mentally.

The results from question two indicated that participants received equal amounts of KP and KR. This supports previous findings from Diekfuss and Raisbeck (9) suggesting that instructional cues for distance running do not place preference on providing KP or KR. One interesting finding from our study was that none of the participants reported receiving primarily KP, in contrast to the 24.14% reported in collegiate athletes (9) and 38.5% reported in national-level athletes (26). One potential explanation is that the athletes have more experience and are more automatic with their decisions, thus require less or different feedback. Considering both instructions and augmented feedback, one potential connection between the type of instructions and augmented feedback is that these two strategies may influence each other. Porter et al. (26) found the majority of the national level athletes received internal focus instructions and about 40% received KP. The present study showed relatively decreased proportion of internal focus (50%) with decreased proportion of KP (0%) compared to Porter et al. (26). While KP can be provided in either internal or external focus, KR must be relatively goal-oriented information. Therefore, the decreased KP reported in the present study may have influenced the decreased internal focus relative to previous findings.

The third question, that asked participants to write in their attentional focus when fatigued, was purposefully designed as an open-ended format to better understand attentional focus (5, 9, 27). The present study categorized the responses into multiple attentional foci from different paradigms. Specifically, we used Wulf et al.’s (42) definitions of external and internal focus and Morgan and Pollock’s (22) definition associative and dissociative attention. This novel categorization may be more effective since associative/dissociative attention categorizations are both task-relevant and task-irrelevant, while classic external and internal focus categorizations are directed only to task-relevant cues. Thus, integrating multiple paradigms of attentional focus may provide a better understanding of attentional focus that was largely neglected in the external/internal focus domain (14, 24, 31). Our results from question 3 revealed that approximately 70% of attention was associative and 30% was dissociative. Among the associative attention (a total of 20 responses), only 3 responses were categorized as external or
internal focus, and 50% of the responses in the associative attention were goal-oriented (i.e., associative-results). Fairbrother et al. (11) showed attention to “general success,” which is similar to the associative results in the present study, accounted for only 19% and Bernier et al. (4, 5) found that only 4% of participants directed attention to results. The difference in the results from these previous studies may again represent task dependence of attentional foci (9) or differences between the populations (i.e., elite athletes in Fairbrother et al., (11) and experienced recreational runners in the present study). Another explanation for the difference may be that physical fatigue simplified attentional focus, as mental fatigue is associated with physical fatigue (18, 20). It is possible that physical fatigue caused mental fatigue, and thus participants in the present study may not have had the necessary cognitive resources to pay attention to complex thoughts such as techniques (i.e., associative-body or environment).

The present study supported previous literature that the type of instructions and augmented feedback that performers receive from their coaches may be task-dependent (9) and potentially population-specific. Runners’ thoughts during fatigue revealed that only small portions of responses were related to either external or internal focus of attention. This finding may provide an important implication since existing laboratory studies adopt a dichotomous category of attentional foci (i.e., associative and dissociative or external and internal foci), which may not represent performers thoughts when performing motor skills. In sum, scientific literature surrounding motor behavior findings have yet to be translated to recreational distance runners. Although primary limitations for this study were the self-reporting retrospective questions and small sample size, we consider the results from this study to be beneficial as it provides a foundation for bridging the gap between laboratory research and real-world application. To overcome such limitations—particularly retrospective feedback—future studies should consider adopting protocols that quantify attentional focus and augmented feedback in real time (i.e., during actual practice or competition). For instance, with the advent of new technologies, runners could provide their current attentional focus in response to a notification on their smartwatch. Success has also been achieved by having researchers provide individuals video feedback of their performance in conjunction with self-conformation interviews to enhance self-recall of adopted attentional focus strategies during different performance phases (1). Similarly, quantification of augmented feedback can be achieved using digital voice recorders or related equipment (13). Future large-scale studies (other populations, additional questions) can further deconstruct if laboratory- suggested recommendations (e.g., an external focus) are actually adopted in the ‘real world’ to guide translational efforts that most effectively promote strategies to the appropriate populations.
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